Tangible Display
PORTFOLIO
interactive objects
The solution for creating interactive objects on multitouch screens.

- Create interactive objects
- Develop innovative applications
- Evaluate your usages with a detailed report
- Propose a unique user experience
Smart bottles

- A selling tool
- A dynamic product presentation
- Promote the knowhow of your brand
- Collect email from your clients

Client
Martell / Pernod Ricard

Place of the operation
Store / Hong Kong

Agency
Cheil
• Communicate the knowhow and the expertise
• Interactive map of the production sites
• Dynamic presentation of the production sites
• A chronological panorama of the company
• Collect email addresses
Client
Contrade /marque Zotup

Place of the operation
Hannover Messe

Agency
Collective IT / Italy

- Handling the products
- Comparing technical characteristics
- Navigation in a bilingual catalogue
L’insensé

• Launch of the culture and photography magazine
• Presentation of ultra high definition pictures
• Public engagement with the agency
• Tangible presentation of the recycling agency
• Educational game on the waste treatment
• Exposing the chain of reusing waste
Tangible Atoms

- Educational game for the discovery of mineralogy
- Presentation of digitized collection
- Valorisation of the cultural heritage

PORTFOLIO MUSEUM

Client
City of Lille
Ministry of Culture

Place of the operation
Museum of natural history

Agency
Dévocité
Grasp-R

**PORTFOLIO DATA**

**Client**
CEA

**Place of the operation**
Toulouse / CEA Tech

- Direct manipulation of data
- Multitouch and tangible navigation and exploration
- Extract meaning through collaborative interaction
- Enhance the R-Project framework
Tangible Music

- A tangible version of the Ableton interface
- A music and remix tool
- A live show music instrument

PORTFOLIO SOFTWARE/CREATION

Partners
Tangiblelex / KrakInDub

Place of the operation
Studio Fogata sound
• A tangible curiosity cabinet

Client
Private collector

Place of the operation
Conférence LIFT
Tangible Time

- Tangible product presentation
- Promoting the watch-maker
- A powerful selling tool
- Promote the know how of the brand
- Collect email addresses